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introduction
For over fifty years, Farrell have been at the forefront of
designing and manufacturing quality contract furniture solutions
to the highest standards. Great design, investment in the latest
modern manufacturing and a passion and commitment to
outstanding service, set Farrell as a leader in the Contract
Furniture market place.

The Farrell brands are backed up by a tradition of excellence, a
real understanding of the customer’s needs and a skilled and
stable workforce with many years experience in design and
production to exacting standards.

Our experience in the Contract Residential market spans over
three generations of family commitment. Farrell prides itself in
offering not only its standard range but also bespoke tailored
solutions complemented by a full range of associated furnishing
products. Quite simply, Farrell makes furniture work better.

ISO 14001:2004 ISO 9001:2008
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environment
With modern manufacturing, comes the need for a sound
commitment to the environment. At Farrell we understand the
impact that our activities can have on the planet so our factory
and processes not only conform to the strict guidelines set down
by recognised European environmental agencies but far
exceed them.

Farrell is accredited to and holds ISO 14001, further, it is certified
to the FSC Chain of Custody for responsible forestry and its
sourcing of timber and wooden components.

Our philosophy is quite simple and is backed up by 
these European standards. Reduced carbon consumption 
= Reduced global warming and reduce manufacturing costs.

1. Deal with direct emissions.
2. Control the behaviour of our supply chain in respect of 

the environment.
3. Offset carbon.
4. Design carbon out of our products in the long term.

Our ISO 14001certification ensures that we tackle three 
important issues:

• Identify and control the environmental impact of our activities,
products or services.

• Improve our environmental performance continually.
• Implement a systematic approach to setting environmental

objectives and targets, achieving them and providing
evidence that they have been achieved.
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Our quality standards operate under ISO 9001, and we strive to
ensure that our supply chain operates within this recognized
quality standard. All our products are routinely tested by leading
independent test houses to ensure that we conform to and
exceed the industry standards.

Farrell operates a computerised order processing and
production system, which enables the planning and tracking of
all products from sales order processing through to dispatch.
This ensures reliability of delivery commitments and product
specification. We operate in accordance with our ISO 9001
quality control system and stringent checks are in place at all
key stages of the production and delivery cycle.

Our company ethos is based on getting it right first time in all
aspects of production and customer service.

quality &
performance
standards
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Solstice in Maple Veneer



solstice
Solstice is our premier collection of heavy duty real wood veneered modular
bedroom and occasional furniture. Solstice re-defines robustness, quality and
aesthetics. This stunning design is available in three luxurious wood finishes,
Maple, White Oak and rich Black Walnut.

Note the carefully selected wood veneers, the soft contoured profiles, thick
timber lippings and carefully balanced handles. The richness of the real wood
veneer is protected with a minimum of four coats of a clear, scratch resistant
water-based lacquer carefully applied on our state of the art automated
lacquer lines.

Solstice is an investment for the future with wood veneer and solid timber
lipping offering unrivalled long term appearance, ultimate responsibility and
performance second to none. Solstice is simply furniture made better.

Solstice in Black Walnut Veneer Solstice in White Oak Veneer
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Solstice has a vast range of options
covering all possible configurations and
sizes. It is a truly modular range, available
as free standing or as a fitted option. Farrell
will, in consultation with our customers,
create special designs or layouts to suit the
room layouts and of course we offer an all
inclusive design and space planning
service.

Solstice in Maple, our lightest real wood veneer, is
ideal for use in student accommodation. Maple has
a light airy reflective finish, giving small confined
rooms a greater sense of space. Solid timber lippings
offer added protection to leading vulnerable edges.
Note the perfectly matched wood grain, the simple
matt nickel dimpled knob handles (other available)
and the clever use of storage, such as shelving, top
boxes and boxed bookcases. 

maple
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Solstice Maple is also an ideal
conference and budget hotel
range. By combining bright silver or
graphite metal work found with
products such as beds or desk
frames, a stunning visual design can
be created.

maple Solstice Student in Maple Veneer

Curved desktop Integrated pedestals
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Modular furniture, simple clean lines
contrast with the warmth of timber. Our
new floating tops gives Solstice a
unique feel on both modern yet very
classical lines.

Wardrobe space, a clever bookcase
and overhead storage designs,
combined with a huge array of
accessory items, make Solstice the
logical choice for those seeking a
furniture solution to last well into the
21st Century.

11Dimpled knobs handles Extensive storage options
farrell-furniture.com



The richness and warmth of our Solstice range in Black Walnut contrasts with
our Lightwood Maple, adding depth and character to any interior design.
This makes Black Walnut ideal for conference accommodation or
alternatively the care home sector.
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black 
walnut

Storage integrated into beds

Black Walnut with Tbar handles
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Black Walnut for conference and care homes
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Solstice wardrobe storage options are
extensive with six widths to choose from,
wardrobes with drawers, top boxes, shelving
and a huge array of internal options.
Solstice comes with an extensive range of
wooden or metal framed seating and tables
with frames and tops all designed to match
the richness of the wood veneer.

black 
walnut

Shelving options Desk options
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Note the clever use of space, with
storage built into the boxed headboard
and a fully integrated bed that has lift up
access panels to accommodate the
largest of bags and suitcases. This is
ideal for overseas visitors or those on a
long term stay.
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Black Walnut with Tbar handles

Headboard storage Handle options
farrell-furniture.com
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white oak

Nothing quite compares with the quality, richness and depth of White Oak. It
has for years been the designer and specifier’s choice. Farrell recognises this
and our Solstice in White Oak continues to deliver superb aesthetics at 
affordable prices.
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In addition, Farrell can now integrate
technology into our bedroom furniture
giving the user unrivalled flexibility and
working space. Features include cable
outlet ports, integrated data and power
sockets down stands on bookcases to
allow concealed light fittings. Mobile
linen stools and bedside cabinet stools
are examples of stock available in the
Solstice range.
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White Oak key worker accommodation
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Solstice is not just for the bedroom,
and available across all finishes is an
extensive choice of occasional
furniture, covering tables, chairs,
entertainment furniture, dressers, side
boards and a comprehensive range
of upholstery items. Please refer to
our separate catalogue for
upholstery and tables. 

white oak

Metal bed options Single wardrobe Vanity units
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Communal and breakout areas with an extensive choice of occasional furniture

Slim D handle
farrell-furniture.com



Equinox Galaxy in Lime/Walnut



equinox
Equinox is a stunning new range of modern, visually
appealing, modular bedroom furniture in two
innovative designs: Galaxy and Brentford.

Our Equinox range is available in three new, luxurious
carcase finishes; Aragon Oak, Tobacco Walnut, and
Romana Cherry. These two designs can be
complemented with six visually stunning fronts (doors
and drawers), Aubergine, Lime, High Gloss White, Dakar,
Lava and Matt White.

These two designs bring quality and design to a new
dimension.

Equinox Brentford in Matt Lava

Equinox Galaxy in
Gloss White Walnut
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Created to support our other best selling Farrell ranges, Galaxy and
Brentford are available across an extensive range of models. They have
been designed to meet the ever changing needs of the volume
accommodation market. Care homes, key worker accommodation,
student accommodation and medium secure accommodation can all
benefit from these fresh, new, stylish bedroom ranges.

Dakar

Galaxy in Lime/Walnut

Galaxy  design in White High Gloss / Walnut

Aubergine

making furniture:
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Equinox finishes have been carefully
selected to contrast neatly with either
Silver or Graphite metal work available on
our bed and metal desk frame ranges.
This includes a comprehensive range of
floating top desks, coffee tables and
dining tables to create a modern clean
lined look to any furniture installation.
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galaxy

Galaxy is a simple plain colour design with a very tight wrapped profile
available in Matt or High Gloss finish. The advantage is a clean seamless
front, easily maintained with its completely sealed membrane.

making furniture:
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Galaxy in Lime/Tobacco Walnut with metal skid frame bed

Lime with Tbar handles farrell-furniture.com
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Brentford is a simple plain colour design
with a very tight wrapped profile. It has an
integrated pre formed handle, available
in either a Matt or High Gloss finish. The
advantage of Brentford is its clean
seamless front easy to maintain with a
completely sealed membrane. 

Brentford really pushes the boundaries of
bedroom furniture design. In response to
the demand for clean, simple design, we
have created a range that has the handle
built into the furniture doors and drawers,
again available in the three new luxurious
carcase finishes of Aragon Oak, Tobacco
Walnut and Romana Cherry and across a
large range of models.

Brentford is aimed at the medium secure
end of the market and is available with
square or rounded corners to all tops.

brentford

Integrated handles

making furniture:
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Both Galaxy and Brentford are available
as free standing or fitted options. The free
standing models can be secured and
fitted back to prevent movement within
the bedroom.

Equinox Brentford design in Matt Love on Aragon Oak

Unique integrated handles 27farrell-furniture.com



Eclipse in Tobacco Walnut

Eclipse in White



Eclipse in Maple

Eclipse in Aragon Oak

Eclipse Forces in Romana Cherry

eclipse
Eclipse is designed to appeal to those requiring the best in furniture design and
construction with an ever watchful eye on the project budget. Whether for a new
build or a building refurbishment, Eclipse is the most competitive of any of its
nearest rivals. Available in five laminated finishes, Aragon Oak, Romana Cherry,
Tobacco Walnut, Maple and White, Eclipse is a truly modular range, available as
free standing or as a fitted option. Choice is what Eclipse offers:

• 25 mm or 38 mm impact resistant worktops all with matching 2 mm 
impact resistant PVC/ABS edges.

• Metal sided drawer or timber drawers.
• 110, 170 concealed all steel hinges, or 270 degree semi concealed Level 5

hinges especially used in a Forces/ MOD environment.
• All carcases produced in 18 mm laminated board with a 0.8 mm impact 

resistant PVC/ABS edges.
• Solid 18 mm backs.
• Solid structural panels to enhance and ensure the dimensional stability of 

all Farrell Furniture.
• Replaceable components to ensure a proper long term life cycle and to 

keep usage costs to an absolute minimum.

Eclipse is the ultimate furniture solution offering superb value for money in an
unrivalled choice of wood grained and plain finishes.

29farrell-furniture.com
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maple

Eclipse in Maple is ideal for any single living accommodation project. Again
in common with most light coloured timbers it offers excellent reflective
qualities, making it a winner in small confined rooms. 



Clever use of space and innovative
storage, are all features associated with
our Eclipse range. Wardrobes, chests,
desks, bookcase and a host of
accessory items all make Eclipse the
most comprehensive offer in the
contract bedroom sector.

31

Extensive choice of bedside chests

farrell-furniture.com
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The richness of this modern
laminated finish makes it an ideal
choice for the elderly/care home
market. Dark finishes lend
themselves to contrasting bold
feature colours, and with our
stunning Tobacco Walnut bold
colours can be freely used. 

tobacco 
walnut

Internal storage Dimpled knob handle

making furniture:
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Eclipse has an unrivalled selection of
internal storage options, such as shelves,
pull down disabled access hanging rails,
internal drawers, under bed mobile
storage solutions and a selection of pull
out access wire baskets.

33

Eclipse in Tobacco Walnut with a matt nickel dimpled knob

Underbed storage Wardrobe internal drawer
farrell-furniture.com
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Our new Aragon Oak finish offers a more
traditional feel, suitable for use in the care
and nursing home sector as well as key
worker and student accommodation
sectors. Developed to offer a very low level
of lustre, this finish lends itself particularly well
to occasional furniture pieces. 

aragon oak

Titan bar handle Linen box with choice of fabric tops

making furniture:
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Shown here with our stylish Hampshire double bed in textured silver and with a matt
nickel Tbar handle is Eclipse in Aragon Oak. The wardrobe has a high level flipper
top box, and also shown is a full width pin board, boxed bookcase without back
and an open fronted bedside chest.

35

Aragon Oak with Hampshire double bed and Tbar handles

Flipper storage Wall fixed pin boards
farrell-furniture.com
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aragon oak

Occasional pieces include coffee and dining tables, dressers, and
cupboards, and free standing bookcases and open fronted TV units.
All of these ranges are fully supported by a comprehensive range of
upholstery including our Eclipse range of modular heavy duty seating.

Titan bow handle

making furniture:
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37Free standing storage Eclipse modular seating with chunky arms

Eclipse open dresser unit, in Aragon
Oak with Eclipse modular seating Single open dresser

farrell-furniture.com
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Eclipse in White is one of our most
popular finishes and is now used
extensively in student accommodation.
Shown here with an aluminium scoop
handle and 38mm thicker worktops,
Eclipse in white creates a stunning clean
look to any bedroom or studio setting. 

white

Mobile storage stool
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The option to utilise Eclipse without a
handle and use push touch catches is
always available and also shown is a
circular breakfast table with a polished
chrome base.

Breakout seating using cubes or circular
poufs give the studio that additional
modern youthful appeal.
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Eclipse in White with thick 38mm top and scoop handles

Dot, Dash, and Bite breakout seating
farrell-furniture.com
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eclipse forces

Eclipse is a popular choice of the armed defence and civil forces. Available
across all Eclipse finishes, Aragon Oak, Romana Cherry, Tobacco Walnut, Maple
and White, great attention is paid to the standard of the construction of the
furniture in an area where extreme use and wear and tear is part of everyday life.

Internal storage
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Latchlocks, for padlock use can be
applied to all doors and drawers. Eclipse
Forces has a comprehensive range of
storage to accommodate essentials. 

Eclipse in Romana Cherry for Forces accommodation

Specialist locks

270° All steel semi
concealed heavy duty

hinges allow full opening

Adjustable shelves

farrell-furniture.com
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eclipse
forces
It is vital to employ construction techniques and
components that will stand up to what the forces
can throw at them. Shown here in Romana Cherry 
is our Eclipse Forces which is constructed
incorporating the following:

• 25 mm or 38 mm impact resistant worktops 
all with matching 2 mm impact resistant 
PVC/ABS edges.

• Choice of 28 mm post formed high pressure
laminate worktops.

• Metal sided drawer or timber drawers.
• 270 degree semi concealed Level 5 hinges

especially used in a Forces/MOD environment.
• All carcases produced in 18 mm laminated board

with a 0.8 mm impact resistant PVC/ABS edges.
• Solid 18 mm backs.
• Solid structural panels to enhance and ensure the

dimensional stability of all Farrell Furniture.
• Replaceable components to ensure a proper long

term life cycle and to keep costs to an absolute
minimum.

• Furniture produced and tested to BS 4875-7:2006
Test Level 4 and BS 4875-8: 1998.

• Choice of specialist locks and shelving systems.
• Choice of full height door wardrobes or separate

wardrobes and top boxes. 
• Choice of metal framed bunk beds and all steel

grid mesh bed bases.

Eclipse Forces with metal bunkbed, fitted furniture with full height doors

Separate wardrobe and top box farrell-furniture.com



storage options
Internal carcase storage systems are available on all Farrell Wardrobes and
storage units.

Standard wardrobe fitted interiors
have full width top shelf, and two
thirds hanging, one third
adjustable Shelves (3no). Other
configurations available.

making furniture:
work better

3 tier pull out shoe rack
available with left or right
handed option, with full
extension opening with soft
closing action.

Pull down hanging rail,
enables the full height of the
wardrobe to be utilised as
hanging space whilst still
allowing easy access.
Available on wardrobe sizes
600, 750, 800, 900, 1000 mm.

5 tier pull out shoe rack
available left or right
handed option, with full
extension opening with
soft closing action.

Pull out wire basket full
extension opening with
soft closing option.
Available in widths of
400, 450, 500, 600,
800, 900, 1000 mm.

All hanging wardrobes
have full width top shelf
and full width chrome
oval hanging rails.

All hanging wardrobes have full width top
shelf and full width chrome oval hanging
rails. Additional rails at low level may also be
ordered for disabled/wheelchair access.

A
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Fitted wardrobe internals,
adjustable shelves (3no) with
Oval Chrome hanging rail.

Sliding door storage system shown in Matt Lava and Matt Mussel
in a Matt Aluminium frame finish.

Optional wardrobe
high level spring
loaded flipper box
storage.

Low level wardrobe internal
drawer packs to suit 600
750, 800, 900 1000, and
1200 wide wardrobes. (Can
be free standing or secured in
place- Please specify)

Boxed headboard with
open side access, fully
boxed or with side
door. Sizes to suit 3’, 4’
or 4’6” wide bed.
Other sizes available.

45

Mobile under bed storage
units with hinged lids.

Linen boxes with
loose/removable
upholstered seat.
Choice of fabrics.

Mobile drawer stools with
fixed upholstered seat.
Choice of fabrics.

Internal wardrobe
shelving fitment units to
suit 600 750, 800, 900
1000, and 1200 wide
wardrobes. (Can be free
standing or secured in
place - Please specify)

Mobile three drawer storage
pedestals on castors.

Fixed three, two and
one drawer pedestal
can be fitted to metal
cantilever, panel
ended, or four legged
metal framed desks.

Sliding door storage system shown in textured wood grained
Coco Bolo and Matt Stone Grey in a lacquered bronze
frame finish.

Please consult your regional contracts manager for further
details on our range of sliding door wardrobes.
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bed options
To complement our Bedroom Furniture ranges, Farrell offer a large range of contract beds, mattresses and headboards, wall
protectors and other accessories. Please consult our Specification Guide and price list for the full range of options:

making furniture:
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Woburn 4 legged metal framed bed with integrated
headboard and show wood side and end panels. Shown in
Solstice Maple veneer.

Divan and mattress set with six wooden legs on glides or castors
with bed fixed headboard on timber struts. Shown in Solstice
Maple veneer with Solstice three drawer bedside chest.

Bowen bed design can accommodate mobile under bed
storage units at either side or bed end.

Metal skid leg 4’ wide grid mesh divan bed painted in Graphite with
Eclipse Aragon Oak show wood sides and bed fixed headboard on
timber struts. Shown with an Eclipse mobile under bed storage unit in
Aragon Oak on castors.

Cabin storage bed with lift up access storage panels, completed
with boxed headboard and side door, and wall fixed side protector.
Shown in Black Walnut veneer.

A
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Our detachable metal framed Hampshire bed comes in three sizes
3’, 4’ and 4’6” and is available in textured Silver or Graphite . This
stylish contract bed has an integrated metal headboard and
footboard and a has flexible Beech timber slatted base to give
additional support thus ensuring a superb night’s sleep.

F
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Metal skid leg 4’ wide grid mesh divan bed painted in Graphite
with White Oak veneer show wood sides and bed fixed
headboard on Timber struts. Shown with White Oak veneer 3
drawer mobile pedestal.

Metal skid leg 4’wide grid mesh divan bed painted
in graphite.

Wooden skid leg 3’ wide grid mesh divan bed painted in silver
with Eclipse in Maple wall fixed headboard and wall protector,
shown with an Eclipse door and drawer bedside chest in
Maple.

Metal framed bunk bed with ladder with contract mattresses and
mobile under bed storage unit on castors.

Metal skid leg 3’wide grid mesh
divan bed painted in silver.

Bed fixed
headboard struts.
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handle options
All Farrell bedroom and occasional furniture ranges come with an extensive choice of handles. Please note your
handle choice and specify it with your order. Please note that for transportation purposes handles may be fitted to
the inside of drawers and doors.

Titan Bow handle FF71428 SN (Satin Nickel) Large Titan Bow handle FF1424 SN (Satin Nickel)

Slim D handle FF77328 SN (Satin Nickel) Parallel bowed rod handle FF58628 SC (Satin Chrome)

Tbar handle FF58007 BN (Brushed Nickel) Scoop handle FF82292 AL (Aluminium)

Large hammered D handle FF68028 BL (Black) Hammered D handle FF68096 AN (Antique)

Dimpled knob handle FF 57733 SC (Satin Chrome) Large Tbar handle FF58008 BN (Brushed Nickel)
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colour options
Please specify colour choice when ordering.

Maple

solstice - Real wood veneers

equinox - Laminated particle board carcase with vinyl fronts (Please specify carcase colour)

eclipse - Laminated particle board (MFC)

Dakar

Aubergine

Maple

White

Black Walnut

Lava

Lime

Tobacco Walnut

Romana Cherry

White Oak

White

High Gloss White

Aragon Oak
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farrell office
In addition to our residential furniture solutions, Farrell are a
leading designer and manufacturer of office furniture. We
offer a complete solution for all your office furniture needs,
including, desking, seating storage,  conference and
meeting room furniture.

Please consult the customer services team for brochures
and further details.
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guidelines to ordering
Our customer services team are committed to helping make the ordering and delivery process easier. Please do not
hesitate to call or email them if you have any concerns or issues over the procedure for ordering.

Ordering procedure

Orders must be placed in writing and include the following:
Product codes with any options, including the quotation
reference or tender number. Range detail, colour choice,
together with handle or fabric choice.
Quantity of items.
Delivery address.
Desired delivery date.

We regret that we cannot process orders or allocate them
to a production and delivery schedule until we have
received all the necessary information detailed above.
Please make all orders as clear as possible. This will allow
us to provide a more efficient delivery service.

Acknowledgement of orders

All orders will be acknowledged. Please check
acknowledgements and contact customer services as
soon as possible if there are any amendments to your
order. Farrell cannot be held responsible for customer error
or omissions. Once an order acknowledgement has been
sent the order will go into production. Any amendments
received after this date may be chargeable.

Delivery lead times

Lead times may vary dependent on ranges chosen. 
Once your order has been received and processed, Farrell
will acknowledge the order with a confirmed week ending
delivery date. In the event that our lead time does not
meet your requirements, please contact our customer
services team who will investigate the possibility of
rescheduling items on the order to meet your delivery
expectations.

Samples

Samples are available and will be invoiced at time of
dispatched. Providing the unit is returned or made
available for collection within 30 days and in a good
condition, a credit note will be issued. However, unless by
prior agreement, if a cabinet is not returned within the 30
day period or has been damaged in situ it will be deemed
sold and collection for the invoiced sum will proceed.

Delivery Charges

Delivery charges are usually included in project pricing.
Partial shipments or small value will incur a delivery charge
dependent on the value of consignment and delivery
location. Please contact the customer services team for
exact details

Specification

All dimensions quoted are approximate. Whilst every care
is taken to ensure accuracy, Farrell cannot be held
responsible for errors.

Farrell reserve the right to make, without notice, any
changes to materials, specifications or design of the
products which it considers to be reasonable or desirable.
Such changes shall not affect the validity of the contract.
Our website has our full policies on warranty, delivery, and
continuity of supply and our customer service promise.

Delivery schedules

All standard Farrell deliveries are made on tailgated
vehicles either to site, or to the customer’s warehouse. 
Our standard delivery times are 8.00 am to 6.00pm,
Monday to Friday. Specific delivery dates and times may
be accommodated although this may incur an additional
charge. Details of the specific costs will depend on the
order size, and the date requested. Full details are
available through our customer services team.
As all Farrell deliveries are based on a tailgate service, we
utilise all types of vehicle for various types of product.
Where the customer places restrictions on the type and
size of vehicle used, additional delivery charges will be
applied to cover the cost of such requests.

Installation 

Please note that all deliveries are based on a tailgate
service. Farrell can with sufficient notice offer an installation
service. This service is chargeable. Full details are available
on request from the customer service team.

Please also note that if you know there will be a problem
with the parking of vehicles for the off loading of furniture or
tight staircases, low ceilings, or restricted doorways and
access, we need to know this information as soon as
possible.
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Farrell Ireland
John Street, Ardee
Co. Louth, Ireland

T. +353 (0) 41 685 3418
F. +353 (0) 41 685 3620

info@farrell-furniture.com

T. +44 (0) 1423 359 388
F. +44 (0) 843 557 2510

www.farrell-furniture.com

Farrell UK
The Wheelhouse, The Courtyard,
Hunsingore, Wetherby, LS22 5HY


